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“I was sued by a woman who
claimed that she became
pregnant because she watched
me on television and I bent her
contraceptive coil.”
~Uri Geller

The
New(er) Thing
By Ross Schneider ~ Daily Bull

So if you haven’t seen “The
Whitest Kid U Know”, look
for it on YouTube – especially
the episode titled “The New
Thing”. Inspired by this, I
have come up with my own
list of ‘new things’.
Having a cell phone was
cool, and when enough
people had them, talking
on them was even cooler.
Now, the coolest thing of all
is listening on your phone.
Everywhere I go, I see people with their phones near
their heads, not talking. It
makes me wonder, “What
the hell are they listening
to?” I’m sure this will be
overcome by another new
thing: staring at the screen
on your phone.
Another new thing that really
needs to change is homework. It’s been a dying
fad for over 200 years, but
...see New(er) on back

The Future of Society
By Nick Nelson ~ Daily Bull

Whether you’re religious, spiritual, or
atheistic, everyone takes some sort of
interest in prophecy. A man once said,
“Tonight is the end of men! Celebrate
men!” He then proceeded to hurl a
large bag of trash at his friend because
he was drunk, but that part isn’t important. One could
also lead into the
topic of déjà vu,
a lesser and more
common form of
prophecy, but that
could entail another article entirely.
Then you have
general dreams, visions, paranormal
activity, etc. etc…
the list goes on and
on. Let’s examine
a few anonymous
prophecies I’ve uncovered.

the sea, which would take several millennia. Now, I have no problem with
prophecy – in fact, I usually take good
humor in it – but someone this stupid
needs a swift punch in the balls.

Prince William will be captured in Iraq,
locked in a meat
freezer, and left to
die. I don’t even
need to explain
this one because
it already killed itself. They probably don’t even
have meat freezers
in Iraq. Seriously,
WTF?

American troops
will withdraw from
Iraq and Afghanistan. Either that or
they will just stay
there. Not much of a prophecy when
A large area of southern Louisiana will you have a 50-50 chance to be right.
break and sink into the Gulf of Mexico
due to an earthquake. Let’s see, Loui- Scientology is made the official religion
siana is in the middle of a giant tectonic of California, and the state secedes from
plate with no active fault lines within at the United States. I just made that up,
least 500 miles. In addition, since con- but I hope it happens. We need sometinents don’t float on water, the entire thing else to nuke besides sand – like
suspect area would have to erode into
...see Future on back

If you try to take the Calculus 3 final
without a TI-89, you are either a moron
or a genius... probably a moron, though.

Do you like pie?
Daily Bull Pie Eating Contest
Spring Fling 2007
TODAY!
1:30 PM at the Daily Bull booth

...Future from front

celebrities and bad sitcoms.

Muslims will die because of sores in
their armpits caused by a breeze.
This one I didn’t make up, obviously
because I don’t do drugs. Oh wait,
this is a religious prophecy. It’s a fine
example of why submissive religion
is totally lame and people need to
own up to all the good and the bad
about themselves.
Poodles will evolve with bright pink
hair and the ability to hover. Yeah, I
can dig that one, seems pretty legit
to me.
I’ve only gotten this far but I’ve read
many more prophecies on the Internet, and I must say, religious people
will stretch anything to ludicrous
lengths or water down statements
past being even generalized to
prove that their blasphemy is fact.
Since they all like to preach stuff that
comes out their asses, I’ll do the
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same and give you my predictions around none the less, so stop makfor the future.
ing out with random people on the
sidewalk in-between classes, ok?
-Sri Lanka will invade Japan.
-A volcano will erupt and let loose
millions of UFOs that will destroy your
mom’s house.
-Treants will be discovered, once
By Ross Schneider ~ Daily Bull
they go to war with Poland.
-Kittens will evolve skin glands that If you ever get into a situation where
emit poisonous gases when people you’re pulled over by a cop, and he
try to huff them.
says, “I’ve been waiting for you,” reply
-Britney Spears will be a grandmother with, “I know, I tried to get here as
before she turns thirty.
fast as I could.”
-I will invent a cult that will become
incredibly popular, and I will send my If someone drops a cup in the cafeteminions to burn down the Vatican. ria and it bounces 3 or more times,
-The Daily Bull will start being profes- stare at the person. If they drop a
sional.
tray in the cafeteria and one or more
plates break, applaud them.
The predictions I’ve listed are much
more likely to happen than any reli- If you go to a restaurant, go to the
gious ones, but at least the religious bathroom first, and then get in line
stuff makes a better comedy than for food. That way, you won’t have
Friends.
to do the ‘pee dance’ while waiting
for your Whopper & fries.

Survival Tips

...New(er) from front

professors just don’t seem to understand. Get with the times! The new
thing to do is give take-home exams,
not based on straight facts that you
were spoon-fed in class, but on realworld problems, which may or may
not have a word or two from lecture.
Example: “A train is traveling 60 miles
per hour going from Marquette to
Green Bay, while a bus is going 45
meters per in3 from Earth to the constellation Andromeda. How many
Jewish people ride the subway in
Chicago?” Answer: Jewish people
don’t ride the subway, they take taxis.
And your shirt is blue.

Grant Bolla – Fact or fiction?

So, I guess this has turned into more
than a survival guide for students here
at Tech, something to carry over to
the next year. It’s more like a, “Why
didn’t I think of these before?” story.
One more thing – as long as you say
“with all due respect,” you can call
someone any name you want. Go
ahead, it’s in the Geneva Convention.

If the food in the cafeteria is really
bland, ranch dressing or Tabasco
sauce will fix it. Trust me, it works
with everything – eggs, pizza, bagels,
yesterday’s meatloaf, cereal, that
goofy looking stuff they serve on
Sunday night when the staff doesn’t
feel like making something new…you
If you ever get caught in the bathroom
get my drift.
with your pants down, yell “Birthday
And crepes are actually really thin
Party!” and pull off the rest of your
Will a monkey be okay living in a stor- pancakes.
clothes. Might as well make it really
age room? If so, will it cost $117
interesting than sort of interesting.
or less? Maybe I’ll stick with a calf
Yuo canawt defeet my
– at least until it gets too big to carry
awsum pawor!
In case you don’t know, there are
downstairs, when we take it on our
bathrooms on 90% of all touring busBork! Bork! Bork!
Wacky Wednesday Walks.
ses, but bring your own toilet paper.
Also, 76.4% of all statistics are made
up on the spot, along with 54% of
all facts.

Huge Spring Bike & Kayak Sale!

If a girl says she’s doing your mom, it’s
probably not true. Unless, of course,
your mom swings that way, and is
currently in that person’s room.

Advertising inquiries should be directed
Finally, the last new thing going around Do UnderArmour baseball caps help
to ads@dailybull.net.
is strep throat. It may not be cool, increase your brain size? “Yes” says
Questions, comments & concerns
should be directed to bull@mtu.edu. and it may not be fun, but it’s going the man wearing the hat.
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